
.CHAP'rER 4 

Difficul·ties with Regard to the Nature of Time ;, 

·Zeno• s Paradox~s 

In the previous chapter we noticed that •·time• admits 

of no lc:>;jically perfect defini·tion. We shall now note that. 

·there are difficul·ties also vJith regard to the nature of 

time. There are philosophers who maintain. ·that the concept 

of time involves several incons:Lstenci~s. Some of them have 

ques"cioned the supposed infinity and continuity of time. 

'I'he concept of space no less shares the same fate. T'nere 

have been doubts 1.,rith regard to the distinction of time into 

past, presr~nt and future, and also with regard to the concept 

of time-flov-J. 

The doctrine of the unreality of time has had powerful 

exponents among the Advaitin &>d the Buddhi$t philosophers. 

We now propose to discuss scme specj_al arguments against 

the reality of time. 
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zeno 1 s Paradoxes .of Motion and the ~~~-al __ ~:S__'.£~.!~ ----·----- ~-·-··- ------------ ------:.:--··---·----·- -----------

It may be said -::ha·t Parmenides' philosophy is the 

starting point of a strong negc.tive attitude tcMards time. 

It '.vas he Hho first introduced into VJestern Pil.il os ophy the 

idealistic conception of an immutable timeless reality behind 

the passing show of sense. zen o 1 s paradoxes, Plato 1 s 

- . 
metaphysics 1 .3raciley 1 s dialectic and Ivlc'.L'agg art 1 s paraaox are 

the outcome of this fundamental conception. 

zeno, the most prominent of the i;leatic thinkers, 

invented a nunJ:::)(:::r of paradoxes wi·1icb1 he thought, demons·trated 

the impossibility of c:::hange, and esta.l:Jlished the Parmenidean 

conception of being as timeless. His arg~ments seem to 

assume the prmises granted by his opponents, and then sbo'.·7ing 

the absurd conclusions deduced frc:m them. 'tle cannot, ha.-1ever 1 

be sure of Zeno 1 s intention in formul.:J.ting the paradoxes 1 nor 

of the or:Lginal formulation. But the philosophical int erl'3St 

in them has been sustained throughtwenty-fou.:::- centuries since 

his time, and it is a proof of tho2ir subtlety 1 ingenuity and 

greatness. 1 
We derive four of these arguments j_n A.:cistotle 1 s-

~~C:..:>_~ which shall be our pri11121ry so~rce with regard to 

zen o 1 s arguments. 

All the:3r_j a.:cgunents presuppose the ex.istence of many 

things. lt apoears that w; th ·t:;]-lP""R ~ ~ -~- arguments zeno sought to 

prove that the:ce is not a plurality of things, or if you say 

there is 1 then there is no .moti.::m. zeno used his great 
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lD;2"ical ;_)0\ve.r::- to advar1ce his master's doctrine by sho,AJing 

that the ideas of pL.Lcality a.TJ.d change lead to logical 

antinc:mies. In particular- 1 he criticised the concept of time 

in these four paradoxes. 

The paradoxes may be brought under two groups according 

as it is assumed that time (and correspondingly space) is 

either discrete or continuous i. ·2. I either composed of indi-

visible instants (indivisible points in the case of space) of 

short and finite duration, or 2lse infinitely divisible. 

'Ehe ArrCM and ·the Stadium ·:)aradoxes are dirt-:!cted aoainst --~--- _):. ______ ··-------- ;:J 

the contention that time is cornposeq of indivisible inst~ants. 

The two paradoxes are independent arguments and are intended 

to prove that if time is comr,"Josed of indivisible instan.ts, 

motion Cc.;.'1not occur. 

The zu:row Paradox 
-·---·--~- -·- .. -·--·- --- ~---

process of flight the a.ITO\v ·.-~ill have to .be at consecutive 

positions at consecutive instants, it \vill be at n~s·t in each 

of these positions. 3ut. a coll·:=:ction of 'rt;Jsts • does not 

surely a.rnount to a movement i in :::rthen·JOrds, the flying arrow 
'') 

is at rest, and that is a palpable contradiction'·. 
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I'he ArrO':l oaradox of Zeno has raised profound det)ate ------ -~-----·- -~------

concerning t)1e pos:;j_b.ili ty o:i.. mot ion. 

":1 ' 
Peirce~ reformulated the argument in the fonn of the 

following syllogism: 

Ivlajor Premise·:· No body in a place no larger than itself is 

moving. 

Minor Premise ; .t.verybody is a body in a place no larger thar1 

itself. 

Conclusion Therefore, no body is moving. 

Peirce finds fault in the minor premise. He thinks that 

the minor premise is true in the sense th,at, during a very 

short time the space occupied by a body may not be larger than 

itself; and this can only give rise to the conclusion that 

during no time a body can move no distance. 

But it is to be noted thu.t this argument of Peirce is 

incomplete, for he ignon~s the conception of motion inherent 

in the major premise~ 

4 
Bertrand r<.ussell-, on the other hand, draws our attem:ion 

to the major premise. He thinks that Zeno is assumj_ng that 

Hhen a body is movlng it. should be in a state of motion, which 

is qualitatively different frcm a state of rest. NO\·l, the 

moving arrovr, at each in.st ar.-:tt, is where i. t is i that means that 
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it is at rest. i:3ut a st;ate of motion is essential to i110tion. 

If the arrovJ is at every inst ax1"c at rest, there can be no 

motion. 1·<ussell analyses zeno• s argument in this mahnGr. 

£<.ussell seems to have a misunderstanding with regard to 

the assumption inherent in the rnaj or prerni se. To deduce the 

absurd conclusion that rn.oti·:-:>n is impossible, zerto seems to be 

adopting the vievl that a moving body is not qualitatively 

different fro11 a static one, and ~hat motion can be recOJnized 

only by cha..r1ge of position. This is also Russell's own view. 

In a temporal instar1t,. when a oody does not change its 

position, there: can be no moti:)n. If there \·!C:~re any intrinsic. 

change in a body due to rnoti~)n, then the major premise 

formulated above \·VOuld not stand. 

'I'he wholG force of zeno's argument, therefore, s<::erns to 

.oe based on the conception that motion must l)e ar1alysable 

into states of motion and not into states o:f rcs·t, that motion 

cannot be COtTt[.)OUnded of immobilities. 

~ve have now before us two alternative ways to escape 

fran Zeno' s concl'.!sion that motion is impossible : either we 

have to assume that a moving body is different· from a 

stationary one, at any ins·tant, by some distinctive fc::ature 

other thar1 change o:f posit ion, (2) or we can accept that 

motion can be compounded of immobile sta·tes. 

~-=<.us sell rejects the firs·t alternative. This brings him 

very close to the second al tern::-~.tive 'thdt the arro\v at every 
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moment of its flight is truly at rest'. But that does not 

mean that he accepts. zeno • s c:::mclusion ·that mot ion is not 

possible. Be, on the other hand, maintains that in motion 

a body is a-c different positions at different instants, and 

that, since, at each instant the body is in a uni~ue position, 

it is indistinguishable from a ·stationary one at thcp.t instant . 

.ct.ussell contends that motion can be explained only as a 

phencmenon necessarily referring to different instants. In 

the given syllogistic form • is moving • is equ~valent to 1 is 

moving at a given instant •, vJhich, of course, is meaningless. 

This argument of H.ussell resolves the Arrow paradox 

frcm the logical or semantical poin.t of view. But the idea 

inherent in this argument is that. motion is a relation and 

not a quality, ac"1d this idea is a necessary presupposition of 

the Law of Inertia. According to classical mecllanics, a body 

in uniform motion is in all respects identi(:al with itself 

when at rest, except as regards position. 

Bergson ha.s vehemently op;;;.osed tnis conception o-F motion 

'' 
o£ the classical physicists. Iie sugges·ts t11at the intellect 

r:: 
operates in a 1 cinemat.rographical 1 manner;). Just as in a 

motion picture movement is represented by the intellect as a 

series of static states. 'rhe arrow parado:x. falsely reduces 

the flight of the arrow to a sequence of st a.tic positions 

along the path of its flight. According to Bergson, the entire 

flight of the alTO\-/ is a sing_!_~- il2_divisible act or event. 



From r l'mr-.tobl'le states the motion of the arrO'i.v a sequence or 

,. . ,6 can.not be genera-ceo. 

It should be pointed out that Bergson lays too much 

emphasis on intuition, wheri he says that reality is to be 

k.nov'm onlv by intuition; a..t1d that reason a.r1alyses a.'1d 
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falsifies reality. 1:1ussell' s main content ion, on the other 

hand, is that philoso:;:.hers ar,e usu.ally ignorant of the 

mathematicia.'1s • analysis, and have adopted • other and more 

heroic methods of dealing vJith the prima facie difficulties 

• t, I 7 of cont lnuous mo J.on . According to Russell, objections · 

against the discontinuous natu.:c·e of time, presented by the 

mathema-ticians • &J.alysis, car1 be overcome by means o£ a 

special hypothesis. From the continuous natu:.::-e of sense-da·ta 
. 8 

we are led to infer a''S::..~J2aC'!:_ 11 series of infinite timeless 
. _,_ UnlL.S. i<.ussell is not against the contin'ui ty of time as 

perceived; experienced time may represen-t itself in a conti-

nuous T.-Jay, but this does not imply, 2s he says, that there is 

a corresponding continuity in the objects of experience. 

Russell's theory does not seem to answer Bergson's charge 

against the spatialisation of time. It involves us, on the 

otherhand_. into the difficulty of a dualism bet'tJeen perceptual 

time and physical time. For 3ergson durati<)n is not merely 

one instant replacin£ another. It is essent ic.lly a flux, a 

continuous T,-Jhole of~ past, present and future. i-<.ussell is 

analysis does. not giv-e- us convincing reasons for the 

experienced continuity of time. 
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If:, c..gainst J.{ussell's analysis, it is correct to say 

that zeno intended to establish that motion cannot be 

compounded of immobile stc.te.s, then an interesting point may 

be '-'Jorthy of notice. Zeno seems to have anticipat12d the 

modern conce1_:..-cion of motion. According o;:o the special theory 

of relativity the relative spatial extension of a particular 

body in unifO.DTi m:::rtion gets shoL-tened by a fi:lctor depenuing 

on its speed
9 

'l'he absolc.te theory of space is rejected on 

tnis theory. tJith n:"ga.cd .to ::::eno' s paradox this theory seer,1:c_ 

to hav.e a special relevance. ~elativity theory seems to 

intply thc..t a moving i=::ody occu .. t:.ies a smaller place th&"1 itself 

,,,hen moving than \vhen at rest. ·.rhen it shoul c1 .be admitted 

that motion is qualit2.tively different from rest, that is to 

say, motion cannot be compounde5 of ir.1mobile states. 

The .Stadium Paradox 

The .:3tc.dium ~dox drives ·us to the paradoxical s-cate-. 

ment : double the time is equal to the half. 

'i'h.i.s pa::::-adox of motion i::; must ooscu.c::::., since it is not 

clear wnat p:coposi::ion it intend.s to refu·te. Let us analyse 

the argument 

The two dic.g-rams given belo','-' represent t1.vo sets B and c 
' in relation to set A. 
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(i) (ii) 

1 2 3 B 1 2 

A 1 2 3 A. 1 2 3 

c 1 2 3 c 2 3 

'me set A, we are toid, is s·tationary, while the sets 

.a and c are moving in opposite directions to one another 

with equal velocity. Since the bJo moving sets take the 

same amOUl).t .. of tiT)le. ~ to. cc;rne face to face with the stationary 

set A, between themselves they will take half the time to 

coDfront one another. That is t~o say the same dis·tar1ce is 

traversed by the same set of moving things· in different times 

. X 
Vlz •. X and 2·· This almost amounts to saying that a whole is 

equal to its half. .4.nd t.his shoVJs, according to zeno, that 

motion, as it .lnvolve·s con'ti·adi.cti on, must be unrE.!al. 

lt might be urged that thE: paradox proceeds frcm the 

change o:: the st a..11dar.d of canparison. In t 11e context 

canparison is made betv:,een a stationary set with two moving 

sets. Aristotle protested against the fallacious assumption 

that given the same speed, a thing of some length will spend 

the same time, opposite a body of the same length, regardless 

of the fact that the body is still or moving10 •. Aristotle • s 
criticism points out that Zeno had confusions about the 

relativity of motion : he ignored v.:hether the body being 

passed was still or moving. 



· t hO'·Jever· , be l. nterpreted in· a11other zeno's poln may, v 

way. It may be considered that zeno was ··eliciting the 

inconsistency of absolute definition of motion. His point 

might be that if motion were treated as non'-relative, 
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paradoxical results would follow. :ro avoid the embarrassment 

motion has got to be treated as rel.ative; but its relativity 

makes it less than real. 

The Dichotomy and Achilles Paradoxes : 

These two paradoxes of zeno are bas~~ .on the hypothesis 

of infinite divisibility of soace and time. 'I'hese are 
~ . 

intimately related. According to 'the former, m6:t:ion. cannot 

begin at all. For before ·an object can traverse a distance, 

hovJever small, it must first traverse half the distance; and 

before it can move through half, it .must cover half a quarter, 

and so on ad reg_~u~· So if ~he object is to traverse any 

distance, Hhatsoever, in a finite time, it must complete an 

infinite number of ope~ations in that time, which is 

impossible. This paradox . can be applied to time i·tsel f, or 

for that rna·tter~. to any cl~ck, for i.i;: is eqLlally difficult tc 

understand how time can advance frcm a given initial instant.; 

3y the Achilles ·argument Zeno cl·aims to shovJ that granted 

the possibility of mot i_on 1 the slowest .runner will never be 

overtaken by the swif'test· runner-. The ·pursuer must first reach 
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the point from which the pursued started. In the mean time, 

the pursued mus·t have moved further, and (np.st in that way 

always remain ahead. 'I'he dist; ance mus·t be• decreasing in a 

given proportion ad infinitum because of the infinite divisi-

bility of space, but it can never be overtaken by the .swiftest 

runner. 

Aristotle has tried to solve ~eno• s paradox by saying 

that. ~ve mus-t distinguish betv1een infitnite divisibil:Lty and 

infinite length. The sDat ial distance to be traversed is 
.1: ' ' 

infini·tely divisible, n'ot infinitely long, and the time 

required to traverse is also infinitely divisible. Hence ·the 

time available .is adequate to traverse the distance.' ·mus 

Aristotle in his first rej oincier alleged zeno of illegitimate],_y 

identifying infini·ty o£ parts \vith infinity of extent
11

• 

' 
In his second rejoinder Aristotle has denied that an 

infinite division actually ·exists in a period or line. And 

to the question whether one can traverse an infini·ty either 

in time or in space, Aristotle • s point is that onG cannot 

.traverse ar1. ~~nfinity .. o.f actu?lJ.y- ~x,isting. divisions, bu·t one 

can of potentially exis~ ing ones. By an actually existing 

division Aristotle meaps one, that is actually marked. ·By 

infinity Aris·t otle intends. an extendible fini·tude12 • On 

this pccount, th.~ .nl,.l.mber ~f. actually .marked' Olit div.isions can 

be incn::ased. ·rhe number Hill always remain fini·te. So 

there is no need· to :~rave.:cse ·mor-::!. 
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But stra11ge~Y. en~:;il? .. !. ~.istotle makep concess.ions to 

the traversal of poten·tially existing divisions. His 

finitist account of infinity as merely an 'extendible 

finitude' is intended to avo.id ai.l, collect.ions' that are more 

· · · All su,....h a'ctual infi0:ite. coll'ectiops, he thinks, than flnl-ce. ..,.. 

vJill contain sub-collect·ions \vhich will also'. b~ actually 

infinite in the same sense.. But, in Aris·~ otle 1 s opinion, 

this is impossible. This seerl'ls to· be the reason at the back 

of his fini tist accou.nt of. infinity. Aristotle, .hO\•leVer, 

does not apply this analysis of infinity to potential 

divisions. 

scme thinkers13 opine that th.i:;3· paradox of zeno presents 

no difficul·ties to those who are adequately trained in 

mathematics. It has been urged that t;her~ is some mtstake 

in the argument. It ign'ores the fact that the num~er series, 
. 1 

for example, ~, ~, 8 + ••• has the finite sum of 1. So the 

proposed solution is that the infinite series of time' 

-intervals involved has a finite sum; thereforet Achilles 

must ca·tch the tortoise. It should be remarked that this 

reply does not differ much frcm · ~tristotle·• s firs·t rejoinder 

that infinite divisibility does not imply infinite length. 

It seems tha·t this solution misses zeno•s point. On 

the assumption of continuity of space and time; which is at 

issue, Achilles must g_o,' throuq:h c,U~· the po.i,nts in . .space· and 

all the instants in time;_ in order to overtake the tortoise; 
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that is to say, he must perform an infinit.e sequence of acts. 

The question is .. : \"'heth,,<~f_be .. can . actually complete. the 

sequence. In other words, i£ space and time are assumed to 

be infinitely divisible, it bec<J.nes difficult to explain hov., 

Achilles would ever draw level with the tortoise. In the 

Dichotany paradox motion· appears to be impo·ssible because 

it cannot start. 

There are nod two ways before us to solve these tv.,ro 

paradoxes 

(i) either we are to abandon the ccncept of becoming or 

temporal transition. ltJe can regard in stan t s as similar 

to points in space. 

or·. 

(ii) we may abandon the hypothesis of inf:j.nite divisibili:tv 
' I -

of time and of the concept of point like instants. 

Bergson resolved the paradoxes by saying that only 

space is infinitely divisible, motion and ·time c'ome in 

I ' di • 'b • 14 1n Vlsl le un1ts• • 1--ihitehead also adopted the same 

procedure. To quote i'-lhitehead, 

'
1 'rhere is no nature apart from transi ti 0n, 
and ·there is n'o transition apart fran 
temporal duration. That is why an instant 
of time conceived as· a primary:- simple unit 
is nonsense ul5. 
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' ~ '· 

Thr foregone analysis of Zeno' s paradoxes suggests a 

comparison \vith Nagarjuna.'s di~lectic of motion.·. Nagarjuna's 

problem Hith much the same logic. zeno's paradoxes were 

cons·tructed to refute the possibility of motion and conse-

quently to deny the rea,lity of t.im~ and change. Nagarjuna' s 
' .. ,, '"' 

dialectic is an attempt ;to· r~veai the unintelligibility of the 

concepts of space, time and motion. 

It seems that Zeno sought ·to defend his master, p.a.rmenides - ) 

by mocking the 'mc'x!kers, by· d.einonstrat'ing the con·tentions of 

his opponents to have oontradictory implications. 'I'he 
'' '. . ..... , ..... 

technique has the app·earance of re<;i'J.ctio. ad_;~~~rdum. 

Nagarjuna' s technique w·as to adopt, for the sake= o:E argument, 

the assumptions of his opponents'~ and to sho.v ,them to imply 

absurd consequences. 'I'his also is closely s~milar to 

reductio ac:J. absu~Si_~ • 

The Greek philosopher appe~rs to bea"'monist. He tvas 

eager to establish the unrealit;y o£" motion, 'for he followe.d 

Parmenides in denying plurality. His opponents \vere possibly 

the atanists. 

In Nagarjuna' s argument, He can rec~ni2:,e at many points 

the S~hya and the Vai£esika thinke.l7's as the opponents. At 
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places he argues against the atc:rnists. Philosophic~lly he 

tried to prove the latent absurdity of all- views. Nagarjuna 

\vas not a monist. And practically he de~ie'cl. that he was 

. 16 
asserting anything. He looks like an absolute sc::ept1c • 

However, both zeno ah'd Nagar~una claimed to ·show the 

logical inconsistencies in our concept,ion of motion an.d t.:j.me. 

In every case of 'motion, Nagat"juna says, there must be 

three factors - the space' traversed, ,the moving body and the' 
'I 

motion. A space or locus of past motion i? not characterised 

by motion, similarly ·a space or locus not yet traversed is 

not to be characterised by motion ei·ther. Then what part of 

space is to be the locus of the present movement17 ? Here 

Nagarjuna seems to be .contemplating a time ccmtinuum that 

ca.."1 be exhaustibly divided into past and future, leaving no 

rocm for the invisible present in which movement oan be. said 

to be occurring. 

The question now is : why do not we observe the locus of 

the present ma-vement ? He,re Zeno• s argument cc:mes to our 

minds, and Candraklrti 's, comment seems to sug.gest the same. 

He explains the invisibility of· the locus for present movement 

by attacking the claim that the space occupied by a walking 

foot, for example, constitutes the locus. of present movement. 
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'' 

The argument runs in t·he fQllowing man.ner. ·; For. ~ny·particle 

of matter within the fo~t, i.f tl:).e part.iCd.e is at the ·top of 

the toe, the space occupied by the ,whole foot ,is to be 

characterised as • trave.rsed • ( 1 gat a 1
); if the part:icle is a-t 

' ' 

the back .of. the heel·, the· s·pa'ce OGCUpied by the f6C:rt is 'not 

traversed' ( 1 agata •); r 'i.f the particle is in the middle o~ the 

foot, the space is oiV:isible into t1.v0 sections. But since each 

particle can in turn be' 'subClivided,. it is not possible to 

dis·cover a p·a::tt· of the :foot which· 'occupies a path of present 

' ' 18 motl·on so it may be said that the problem of infinite 

divisibiLity is i~npi.i.~d i~ N·agarjuna Is argument, 'though it 

is not explicitly stated. 

Nagarjuna then exa.I\lines the claim that there is movement 

in the ground of the p'resent motion,. henc'e the place where 

activity is, is the lOcus of present motion. Nagarj una raises 

the question how can mc;wement occur ·as a characteristic of 

the I ground Of present mOVement I·, fOr the phrase I the g;cou,nd 

of the present movement •. becomes meanin<:Jful ·only with reference 

to movement occurring at present. Candrakirti interprets 

Nagarjuna as saying that the attribution of movement to the 

ground on which it occurs, entaiis the. absurdity of two 

movements. 'l'he gr~nd is one thing, end: the movement another. 

'I'he first movement is p.6s'sesse.d by. the ground by' definition 
' 

as 'the ground of present movemen.t • •.. 'I'he grol,l.nd should possess 

this as an. apriori property. But the movement that ip 
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. " ' \,.,~ ' 

actually taking pl.ace is contingent. so . -'-
lL.. char~cterises the 

ground from outside as a second movement. 

3ut there can be no mo-ver:ent \vithout c. ~"over. .c::-very 

movement requires a subject; this subject must be either a 

mover or a non-mover. The subject of a move.ment cannot be a 

non-mover. Hov.r can it be a mover ? ·rh•.::: problem of the 

double movement entailed by the previous analysis of locus 

and movement reappears in this case also. 1 ·rhe mover moves 1 

absurdly entails tv10 movers and two movings. 

N;igal_-juna 1 s argument in some respects appear to be 

Zenoian. It may be interpreted .as contemplating q. 

time-continuum divisible into past and future exhaustibilyJ 

leaving no room for the durationless present in which motion 

could occur. 

In N~gaijuna' s argument the concept of the beginning 
I 

of movement involves a vicious circ~e. He seeks to establish 

that the distLtctions of space and time are dependent on th.:2 

arising of motion; motion, on the other-hand, is inexplicable 

without these temporal. and spatial dls:b~nctions. ·Before the 

movement begins·, thes'e division9 of space and time .cannot be 

identified. But the beginning of movement must take place in 

one of these divisions, of both time a.Ifd space, and can be 

identified only in . L-elatioi). t9 them. 
' " ' ' . " . ' ' . . ,· . ·rnus th~ rel ~rtion of 

the movement with the'. clivi·sions of space and time is circular. 

On this vie·v;, any attem;_:,t to identify a first instant of 
I 

mot 1' on must r~Ci"'l' 1. For bet en · t t ' we any lns an auring the period 
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of non-movement and any instant during th'e period of motion 

there is an infinite number of in~tants; so no one of them 

ca.1 be identified. as the instant of the beginning of movement. 

However, an analysis of all the verses of the karikas 

reveals a deep preoccupation with the metaphys-ical prc:blem 

of how substance can be related to attribute, or an entity to 

a property, and so forth. ~-Jagarjuna 1 s arguments are based on 

metaphysical assumptions to show the unintel-ligibility of 

substance-attribute. relations, whereas Zeno sought, on math_e-

matical assumptions, to shav-! the impossibility of giving a 
' ' 

coherent accoun·t of space, tif\l.e (3.nd·motion. 

The assumption underlying karika 1 is that pn atom is 

infinitely divisible. This assumption, ho~·:ever, is not 

self-evident. That it is not self-evident is proved by the 

fact that the Nyaya- Vai~:;;ika thinkers do not share this vievJ. 

According to them, an ata-n is rather ·the ultim.ate indivisible 

particle. If it were not. so then the quanti·ty of the atoms 

of a mustard-oil seed and that of a mountain would be equal, 

which is absurd. so this assumption is unt.,·rarranted. 

N - - ' I agarJ·Una s argnment i's also based on th~ assumption of 

the equivalence of cmalyticcl and empirical statements. In 

a statement, for· example, 1 'I'he runner runs', the property of 

1 running 1 is clearly a· constituent element· of the concept of 

1 runner' • Tnat is why it' is an analytical statement. In the 



stc_tement 11 Devadatta runs 11
, the property of 1 running 1 is 

2 ttc_ched frcm outside, since we can distinguish between the, 

person Devadattc_ and the property _a£ 1 running 1
• The 

distinction bet1.veen ·these tv1q types of stc_tements i.;; very 

importc_nt~ but. N~garJ .. l:l~ .. a ;5e;ems. to. ignore that. 'i'Je may, 
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hov1ever, imc.gine that. Nagarjuna merely sought to expose the 

absurdity of sorne views, s:Jy accepting their premises for the 

sake of argument, and drawing ou:t contradict'ory consequences~ 

With the same kind of logic he sought to prove the 

unreality of rest also. zeno denied m'otion, but accepted 

the reality of the static and the immutable. Nagarjuna• s 

argwnents may be said to be more ccmprehensive, for he shov!S 

the unreality of rest also. 

us of .Dradley 1 s dialectic. 

His dialectic of motion reminds 

In Bradley 1 s opinion the very 

notion of a relation is philosophically unintelligible and 

inconsistent, and this inconsist~ncy alone is sufficient to 

condemn the concepts of space, time, mot ion and change as 

they all involve relations. 
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